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SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE TANJUN WONDERBAMBOO TINY HOME (13’X16’)
any s ize any where prefab l iv ing solut ions in  engineered bamboo

Find us  at www.tanjun.asia
and on the National Bamboo Mission, Govt. of India website @ https://nbm.nic.in/
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bamboo

YOUR QUICK & EASY

OUTHOUSE

STREET SHOP

EXTRA ROOM

STUDY

DEN

CAMP SITES

GUARD QUARTER

TRANSIT HOME

COUPLE LIVING

FARM HOME

RESORTS

GATEAWAYS

FOREST LIVING

SLUM REHAB

DENSE URABANITY

CLUSTER LIVING

GREEN LIVING SOLUTION

We know that your heart desires just that little space you can call your very own, 
that little hideaway where you previously only had a plot of land or a roof, that den 
where your friends could gather to some music without a care, that attic on the roof 

where you could study alone.
So we came up with the Bamboo Prefabricated Tiny Home made of preengineered 

components from the toughest structural Bamboo culms grown in Assam.

These homes are 
what we call the final 
frontier of mass 
housing in a densely 
populated country 
like ours.
These zero carbon 
footprint homes are 
made from long 
lasting (70+ yrs) 
treated Bamboo and  
Ferroconcrete 
composite material 
and have clean 
cooking unit, 
sanitation & 
bio-septic disposal 
systems. 

They can be quickly 
fitted into electricity 
and water mains with 
their own storage 
facility. They come 
with built in solar 
power backup and 
can be easily hooked 
to a rainwater 
harvesting pit.
These little homes 
also come with their 
own foldout 
interaction spaces 
and are fitted with a 
healthy excercise 
unit, herb garden, 
waste bin and 
gathering barrow.

If there is something we have 
missed out then please let us 

know and we will gladly custom 
fit it for you.

However, these are not motor 
homes and are best used as 

static structures.

STRUCTURE ONLY ON MS BASE (FC KITCHEN)  2,60,000

SEMI FITTED (ALL HARDWARE & SOLAR) 4,90,000

FULLY FURNISHED (W/O WHEELS) 5,50,000

FULLY FURNISHED (WITH WHEELS) 5,90,000

FERROCONCRETE BIO-SEPTIC TANK 20,000
                                            + Taxes & Transport (June 2019)



9811931122
9758101194
associate@tanjun.asia
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bamboo GREEN LIVING SOLUTION

associate@tanjun.asia


